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“An intimate tour of more than twenty stunning private gardens in Virginia, New York,
Connecticut, Maryland, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Massachusetts.”—Sophisticated
Living In this book, garden design expert Jack Staub offers a tour of private country paradises in
the Eastern United States boasting remarkable plant palettes and combinations. Anyone can
find inspiration in these oases of beauty nestled in towns including Hudson, New York;
Middleburg, Virginia; and Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania. From a romantic garden with cottagey
plantings that pays homage to the best of English garden vernacular to a splendid Eden where
Maryland countryside meets Himalayan serenity, these garden paradises stand alone on their
own terms and offer us examples of what we can all achieve with a modicum of respect,
partnership, and imagination. “Sumptuous photographs.”—The New York Times Book Review
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the notion of this book, what interested me initially was the idea that any parsing of an earthly
“Eden” was, by necessity, a very individual endeavor. When one decides to surround oneself
with one’s unique vision of paradise, all kinds of things may come into play. Remembered or
imagined images. Visceral and emotional attachments. A proclivity for water or far-flung views or
snug embrace. A desire for the spontaneous or the orderly. The sound of a cock’s crow or the
wind through pines. The scent of lilacs. A classical bent of mind or a defiantly adventurous
one.To that end, I asked each of the garden makers represented in this book to answer some
questions detailing their personal histories and the thought processes that lead them to the
particular choices they made in creating their Eden. Where did they grow up? What do they work
at? Did those things influence their choices? How? What first drew them to their property? How
has it changed during their tenancy? What were their greatest challenges? Victories? How does
opening their eyes to the morning in their Eden make them feel? How would they describe
“Eden”? Whenever possible, I have used their words.In the end, what I discovered was that,
despite their considered differences—be they historic manors, modern aeries, or the most
homely and charming of farms—three things seemed to define them all, what I have grown to
call the “three essential H’s” of Eden making: heart, home, horticulture.In every case, the love of
these owners for their land and their pride in its transformation shines upon it as brightly as a
beacon. You can see it in their eyes. You can hear it in their voices. And it is that same heart that
takes what is merely a house on a plot of land and invests it with the crucial emotional quality of
“home,” a place of soul-enhancing respite, consolation, and reconnection. And, finally, all of



these owners are either passionate, hands-on gardeners themselves or had the wisdom to enlist
the help of exactly the right garden designer to bring their unique vision of Eden to fruition.This
has been a truly lovely journey for me—physically, emotionally, spiritually. It shows what we are
all capable of with a little vision and hard work, and also the infinite joys with which such an
undertaking will reward us in return. I hope it will be so for you as well.Jack StaubWrightstown,
PA Passion for PlantsMarshall, VirginiaThe first thing one sees as one loops into the drive
between acres of green horse pasture threaded with the dramatic graphic of black-stained
board-and-batten fences is a log and wattle ruin banked with peonies and irises and ablaze in a
cloud of the most wanton of pink rambling roses. There is a careless, cottagey bravado to the
gesture that, in a way, is entirely misleading, for this is no blowsy, slapdash cascading and
intertwining of plant matter that awaits but, instead, an entirely disciplined if winningly exuberant
homage to the best of the English garden vernacular.The doyenne of this Anglo-Eden is a
Virginia garden designer of note. She and her husband, a builder and racehorse owner, worked
in concert on the property, which, when they bought it, boasted only “an amazing stand of
ancient white oaks, a view of the Blue Ridge Mountains, a few fallen-down farm sheds, and a
charming log house ruin. We basically had a blank slate.” While he constructed the handsome
Colonial Revival brick and stucco home, she set about laying the plan for the garden.She says of
this phase: “This was our third house and garden project as a couple. I had learned so much
from my past gardens and knew exactly the look I wanted to create. My inspiration was surely
the romantic English gardens I had visited and seen in books and magazines. The garden had to
have good geometric bones with a series of linked garden rooms to create mystery and interest,
and the plantings needed to be cottagey and exuberant. I envisioned flowers spilling over all the
edges, at all levels, even cascading overhead. I wanted a heady fragrance everywhere and
plants to attract the bees, butterflies, and birds to give the garden life.”This passionate garden
maker is also a self-professed “plantaholic” and truly tireless in her pursuit of the rare and the
interesting, scouring catalogues, driving hundreds of miles to visit out-of-the-way nurseries with
storied stock, patiently hunting for the most interesting variegation, the most exquisitely hued
blossom, the most winning bloom time or habit, and always arriving home from her excursions
with an SUV laden to the rafters with plant material. The result is everything she envisioned and
more.One enters the garden off the side of the house between a pair of immense box balls that
promise something wonderful beyond. To wit: a broad greensward with a central circular feature,
flanked by a pair of the lushest perennial and shrub borders imaginable, these backed by a
substantial hemlock hedge, crisply edged in slate, and gradating along a heady spectrum of
yellows and whites to pinks and blues, then finally onto deep purples and crimsons. At the far
end, a classical brick arbor clad in wisteria and pierced with a Chippendale-style central panel of
teak, offers a handsomely framed window into the surrounding countryside.An opening in the
enclosing hemlock hedge to the left reveals a graveled allée of crabapples underplanted with
hostas, allium, euphorbia, heucheras, and other perennials in a soft purple and blue palette with
pops of variegation. From this point, the choices are diverse, as a series of grass paths winding



between planting beds and shrub borders beckon one to explore what lurks just around the
bend. Here, the surprise of a boulder rising as smoothly as a bald head from the center of a path
provides wonderful textural contrast. There, a sculpted box topiary proves a worthy foil to
surrounding planting of hostas, purple heuchera, and rhododendrons. And there, crescents of
conifers, hydrangeas, and rhododendrons are enlivened with the acid foliage of a spirea and a
redbud, and a border of box balls, leading the eye to a white picketed gate.Continuing farther
downslope, one’s ears pick up the music of a rill and waterfall cascading naturalistically over
rocks, planted with drifts of forget-me-nots, alliums, astrantia, and ferns, ultimately tumbling into
a stream at the bottom of the property. Uphill to the left is a charming garden shed swathed in
clematis and a cloud of climbing rose awaits near a lovely Korean dogwood. Further on is the
elegant chicken house and the picket-fenced raised beds of the cutting and vegetable garden. If
one drifts up towards the back of the house, one encounters a serene circular pool planted with
water iris set in another green lawn, then a beautifully conceived swimming area accented with a
pillared and pedimented pool house, then, through another gate set in a wall hung with clematis
and roses, a secret garden of parterre beds filled with lavender.What is so notable about this
particular vision of paradise is the beautiful balance it achieves between exuberance and order
and, also, its remarkable plant palette, which, while drawing from global sources, manages to
marry so fluently with this distinctly Anglo-inspired corner of the world. I’ll let this ardent gardener
sum it up for herself: “I love to walk around plotting and scheming new ideas and combinations. I
love the opportunity to edit and constantly change. My passion is in the nurturing and designing,
and even though it’s often physically demanding, it is always transporting and fulfilling.”The long
borders with their lovely color progression lead the eye to a Chippendale-inspired arbor and the
Blue Ridge Mountains beyond.True to those age-old English gardening tenets, strong axes,
enclosure, and surprise are everywhere in this garden.Well-chosen architectural elements vie
with the punch of blossom color to provide visual and textural interest.Feeding the SoulNorth
Salem, New YorkShe grew up on a farm in South Dakota with a passel of siblings, and attended
a one-room schoolhouse down the road. They had a barnyard full of pigs, sheep, geese, beef
cattle, chickens, horses, dogs, and cats, a vegetable garden and a fruit orchard that supplied
their sustenance, and a self-sufficient ethos that produced milk, cheese, butter, cream, jams and
jellies, pickles, and chutneys, so that they lacked for nothing and, very early on, learned the
value of nature’s bounty.This lady of the land says it so well herself: “I loved growing up on a farm
and living on our small farm in New York because of the daily rhythms. The crowing of the
cockerel at dawn, the greeting from the cows as they are fed in the morning, the sound of the
horses being led to the paddocks, and the reverse in the evening when the chickens are settling
in for the night and the animals are finding shelter. As a child, when my family sat down to a meal
in the summer, we would look at all the wonderful food my mother had prepared and talk with
pride about how every bit of it had been grown on our farm.”She attended the local college, met
her husband, married, and moved east for his job. There they first purchased an old clapboard
colonial on five acres about forty-five minutes outside of New York City so he could commute to



work and she could begin to reestablish some of what she had left behind in South Dakota, and
they could both indulge their devotion to horses and riding. Then, twenty-five years ago, they
had the opportunity to purchase one of the last great old dairy farms in their neighborhood,
which had just been sold and divided into a series of capacious parcels. The one they chose
boasted seven barns on fifteen acres but no house.Their plan was to move a small colonial to
somewhere on the site until a local architect convinced them to transform the largest and most
prominent of the dairy barns into a home, which they did with remarkable success, girdling it with
spacious porches and a Victorianesque charm. The others they refurbished into equipment and
living spaces, a stable for their horses, a chicken house, a cattle shed, and a tenant house,
interlinked with paddocks, pastureland, picket-fenced vegetable gardens, orchards for apples,
plums, peaches, and apricots, and a few winningly conceived decorative shrub and perennial
borders.Flower gardens were never the priority in this farm girl’s life, but with a new home rising
out of the middle of a cow pasture, something had to be done. “We basically knew nothing. We
had a shovel in one hand and Gardening for Dummies in the other.” So she enlisted the help of
her neighbor, garden designer Page Dickey, and plunged in. “And darn—it looked pretty good
when we finished! By now friends had heard I was planting perennial beds, so they would send
over plants as they divided in the spring. That’s how the Friendship Garden around the pool was
born. And I was beginning to like this flower garden thing—at least the results!”And the results in
this down-on-the-farm version of Eden are heavenly. Everywhere, there is the gift of life as
guinea fowl and chickens and geese scutter underfoot and cows and horses graze peacefully in
the greenness of the fields that surround the elegant cluster of barns, all painted butter yellow
save for the main residence, which is a glistening white. Broad carpets of lawn are simply
punctuated with rows of flowering or fruiting trees. The vegetable gardens and orchards groan
with bounty, offering up squash and lettuces, potatoes, onions, chard and beetroot, fragrant
bouquets of herbs, peaches and plums and apples and handfuls of blueberries, raspberries, and
jewel-like currants. The eggs are fresh from the henhouse. And the only sounds are the sounds
of nature: the lowing of the cattle, the trills of birdsong, the sturdy clip-clop of the horses as they
cross the paddock. A perfect combination of peace and plenty.The owner sums it up herself:
“Can there be a better feeling than walking around one’s garden after the day’s work is done?
Everyday when I ride my horse, I always finish my ride with a walk around the farm. I check the
orchard, the vegetable gardens, the forest, the backside of the lilac lair. I always wonder if
Thomas Jefferson felt the same joy I feel when he rode around Monticello. I can see the Hudson
Highlands from the upper trail at the back of our property, and when I walk through the orchard, I
always grab a peach or a plum or an apple. Later in the day, it is likely that I will take a walk
around the garden rooms. I know every plant and shrub—it is like greeting old friends.
Sometimes I walk with a yellow pad to make notes of what needs to be done or changed. When I
am tired or weary, I leave the pad on my desk and just enjoy the peace.” Surely we could all use
a dose of that.Animals are key to the anima of this magical property, where all of nature seems in
tune.
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Doug Mann, “Absolute Best Garden Photography Book Ever!. I own just about every garden
photography book published in the last 20 years, and "Private Edens" is the absolute best. First,
I have never seen such consistently magnificent photos, with stunning clarity, color, composition.
It is clear that the photographer himself has a highly developed garden aesthetic and is able to
capture the textures, colors, panoramas, and intricate details of these gardens with great insight,
originality, and technical photographic precision. For each and every garden, there is a
PERFECT photographic balance of scale and perspective--from wide views to narrow details--
and each garden is SUBSTANTIALLY represented in photos. (So many of the books have an
inadequate representation of many gardens--one or two mediocre photos.) I virtually gasp with
sensual and aesthetic pleasure as I turn each page; for the first time ever, looking at a garden
photography books parallels the actual pleasure and delight I experience when meandering
through a fabulous garden. There is wonder, surprise, and gratification around every turn and
every page. Also, the text in "Private Edens" is eloquent, insightful, and just the right amount.
The author informs and inspires without over-indulging in minutia that might bore a reader. If you
are looking for the "best ever" garden photography book, or are buying your first garden
photography book, look no further: "Private Edens" sets a new bar for quality.”

Carolyn Coughran, “A beautiful book. It is on my coffee table. A beautiful book. It is on my coffee
table.Great customer service.”

William Suddaby, “Gardens of the One-Percent. This is a very beautiful book about exclusive
gardens of the North Atlantic states. It will delight any garden-lover to have a peek at these
hidden outdoor pleasure-scapes.Having said that, some of the text borders on self-conscious
entitlement if not snobbery. Do we really need to know that an anonymous owner is "a former
partner at one of Manhattan's most prestigious law firms, where he brokered a slew of headline-
making deals"? We're talking about gardens here! It is quite obvious from the scale and
magnificence of most of the subject landscapes that they are enormously expensive to create
and maintain. It is inspiring that some people have the means and desire to create such Edens.
They deserve to be thanked for sharing their private retreats in this publication.One further note:
Some of the plates exhibit over-saturated colors, a printing style sometimes found in other
picture-books printed in China. But this is a matter of taste, and should not ruin the genuine
pleasures of the book.  It must be said that the photography and layouts are simply superb.”

S.Kmoch, “Beautiful Book. I haven't read it yet but the pictures are amazing. I order quite a few
gardening books and this is a favorite at first glance.”

Jo Shafer, “Garden Coffee Table Book. This is garden dream land!”



Charles L Gugliotta, “What a Great Book and reference guide. I had seen the book I ordered at
the home of the owner of one of the gardens in the book. The gardens and the book were so
beautiful that I had to have a copy for myself. I have read thru the book at least three times since
I received and leave it on the coffee table to guests to see.The delivery time was exactly as
promised and  I will shop on Amazon.com again, for sure.”

The book by Jack Staub has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 66 people have provided feedback.
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